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The Same Still 

Jim Nash woke with a bad taste in his mouth, borne from whiskey and cigarettes the night before. It had 
been a while since he had not started the day in such a fashion. That taste would become a nagging 
associate for years to come. 

In 1977, Jim lost his job for the first time and could not pay the electric bill. He lived in the dark for three 
months. He lived without water for three weeks. Then, he could not pay the rent.  

His landlord, a short rat-looking man put a note on his door informing him that he was being evicted. 
Upon reading the note, Jim went to talk to the rat-man. 

“What’s up man? Why am I being kicked out?” Jim said, all too aware of the answer. 

“You don’t have any money. So you can’t live here. It is as simple as that,” The landlord told him. He did 
not care that he was a Vietnam vet or that he had no backup plan for survival. His missing leg was not the 
landlord’s problem. He just wanted him out so he could get money. 

“Come on. Just give me three weeks,” Jim said half hung-over and tired. 

“I just can’t do it. You have two hours to get your shit and go.” 

“That’s fucked up man,” Jim said as he slammed the landlord’s door. 

± 

 “It is time to think about what you want to do after high school,” Jim’s mother said.  

Her face had a rosy hue and a worried expression drilled into it from the years of slight disappointment. 
The convergence of her son’s eighteenth birthday and the increase of draftees going to Vietnam made her 
face a little more worried. 

The boredom of school left Jim listless. He graduated high school a few days ago. The fresh look of his 
face was still there. 

“Yeah, mom. I don’t know. I was thinking about maybe junior college or something.” Jim said while 
averting her glare. He was not thinking about community college. He was thinking about partying. 

“Well, that sounds like a good idea. Who have you talked to?” She asked, sensing his deceit. 

“Uhh, the counselor at ACC gave me some information,” he mumbled. 

“Really?” she replied. 

“Yeah, well I have to go mom,” he said, anxious to avoid the ensuing lecture. 

His mind was foggy. 

“Bye honey,” his mom said with no emotion. 
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± 

At first, Jim crashed on the couch of his friend. Kyle had a small apartment down the street. He was his 
only real acquaintance. They knew each other through work. Jim and Kyle worked at a gas station 
together.  

Kyle was annoyed the first night. Jim brought a bottle of cheap whiskey as a house warming gift and 
drank three quarters of it before Kyle could get a sip.  

After three nights of booze and unhygienic behavior, Kyle had enough of it. 

“Hey man, I think it’s time for you to head out,” he said one morning as Jim lay on his couch in only a 
dirty pair of cargo shorts. Jim looked confused at first, then resolute, with a furled brow. 

“Whatever man, I will see you around,” Jim said flatly as he collected his stuff. His stuff consisted of 
little more than some clothes. His other belongings were either thrown away or taken by his previous 
landlord and sold. 

The next night Jim walked around the streets drunk and stoned. He saw a park bench and sat down. That 
sitting turned to sleep. It was pleasant weather and he woke up the next morning cold but content. 

± 

A letter was in the mailbox. The letter will change his life. It was mixed in with the other junk that ends 
up in mail but this letter matters. 

Jim Nash 
568 Ash Street 
Austin, TX 78741 
 
You are hereby required to present yourself for Armed Forces Physical Examination by reporting at: 
 
Assembly Room 17th Floor Federal Building 
1000 Liberty Avenue 
 
On Feb 19th, 1970 at 7 am  
 
To all registrant, 
When you report, pursuant to this order you will be forwarded to an Armed Forces Examining Station 
where it will be determined whether you are qualified for military service under military standards… 
 
The rest of the letter did not matter. It was the first rock of an avalanche that was about to hit him. Jim 
was on his way to Ft. Jackson within a month.  

He took the letter, folded it up and put it in his pocket. He opened it again and again and stared at it. Jim 
couldn’t comprehend its meaning, but he sensed things would change. 

± 
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Jim looked in his wallet after waking from his stupor. He still had a few dollars. He looked around at 
hotels and saw that their prices were nowhere near affordable. He had twenty bucks and an Army duffel 
bag full of clothes and supplies. 

“Can I get anything for this clock?” Jim asked the man in the pawn shop. 

“I will give you a quarter for it,” the man replied. 

“Deal,” Jim said, hoping to scrounge enough money up to sleep somewhere other than a bench. 

Jim had twenty dollars and a quarter now. It was still clear that he could not afford anything but maybe a 
couple bottles of booze and a meal. 

Jim bought a bottle of Canadian Hunter from the liquor store and drank the whole bottle underneath a 
bridge that evening. After drinking, he stumbled to into a fast food restaurant to drunkenly order a 
hamburger and passed out in the booth. 

“Hey!” a worker yelled while poking him with a tray. 

“Get out of here!” he continued. 

After waking up, he saw the workers gawking at him like a caged animal. 

“Ok, shit,” he said as he was being hurried from the store. 

± 

Jim would have felt better if more people showed up at his going away party. His circle of friends 
consisted of three guys who liked getting drunk and a few girls who liked to the same. There was a small 
party at his mother’s trailer. 

“Man, its fucking crazy. We are both going over at the same time,” Wilson said. He volunteered. He was 
one of three guy friends who liked getting drunk. He was patriotic and has always wanted to test himself 
n war. 

“I know you will be fine baby!” his mother said with little regard to covering up her fear and pity. 

“Thanks,” Jim said, with little regard to covering up his fear and trepidation. 

The dozen friends and family wished him off to a life that would change him forever. There was cake and 
balloons. The cake was good. The balloons ambled about the decrepit living room and became deflated a 
few days later. 

∞	  

Jim hobbles down the same path he has hobbled for the past five years. His balance is increasing 
unsteady. 

 “Spare change?” he mumbles, barely enunciating a syllable, his crutch in his arm pit. 
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Before this city is another and before that one is another. The same combination of apathetic people and 
dirty streets that has existed in for longer then he remembers. 

He reaches out his hand. It is crusted with dirt because it has not been washed for several days. In his 
hand is a styrofoam cup. It contains five quarters, twelve pennies, two dimes, six nickels and two dollar 
bills. This will provide lunch, dinner and breakfast.  

A person in the 2006 Volkswagen Jetta drops a dollar into the diaspora of despair. 

At the gas station across the street, he watches a young black man hustle his money. They are 
acquaintances as far as they know each other’s face. 

“Hey man, my car is down the street and I just need like two dollars in gas,” Randy says to the somewhat 
startled college student. The student gives him a dollar and thankfully the black man goes away. 

Jim swore off that aggressive style years ago and relies instead on pity. The pity nets him barely enough 
for food and drugs. 

†	  

 “Ouch!” Jim yelps as a dull razor scrapes across his dry, twenty year old face. 

“If you want to be a soldier, you need to shave. Only bums and shitbags keep a five o’clock shadow. If I 
see you tomorrow with as much as one but of stubble, it will be your ass,” his squad leader says. 

Jim keeps on shaving. Blood runs from pin prick locations on his neck. He performs fist aid with the use 
of a piece of toilet paper. 

The paper turns crimson and Jim explains to Wilson, “I hate people telling me what the fuck to do,” 

Jim and his platoon occupy an outpost that is lightly defended and always vulnerable. Almost every day 
they venture into the wild jungle, searching for the enemy.  

∞	  

A police officer approaches Jim. He is feeling groggy from the Schlitz Malt Liquor he drank after he 
woke up. 

“Hi, how are you doing?” the cop asks. He was called by an annoyed housewife. The presence of Jim 
shook her world view.  

Her young daughter asked why he is out there.  

“He is lazy,” she replied. 

“Oh,” her daughter said. 

“Alright officer,” Jim replies back. He has seen the cop many times.  

“Sir, you are going to have to move along,” the officer says. 
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Jim collects his belongings that he had at hand and left. His left leg struggled up to support his entire 
body. Motorists watch, but don’t care.  

†	  

“What is going on?” Jim asks carelessly to a soldier he is scheduled to have guard with. 

The checkpoint overlooks a stagnating pool of algae. The sandbags have mold on them from the rain.  

In the distance there are the remnants of rice paddies. The rice paddies were carefully constructed 
centuries ago. They were destroyed in seconds by a B-52 bomber last week. 

“Nothing. Just another checkpoint in this shithole,” he responds back. His name is Stan Schleicher. Slike 
as his friends call him. Jim doesn’t care what his name is. About an hour passed by while Slike and Jim 
sat around. 

 “You know the gooks have crooked pussies, right?” Slike says. Slike was high and fucked a Vietnamese 
prostitute and thought their vaginas were at a thirty four degree angle. 

Jim slightly ignores the comment and nods with approval. His gaze settles onto the ripples in the water 
caused by insects getting eaten by birds. 

“When I was fucking this one the last time, I am pretty sure I touched her intestines,” Slike continues. 

“Can you shut up man?” Jim finally says to his sex obsessed partner. 

“Yeah, just bored,” Slike responds. 

Jim is pontificating on the nature of time and space. He has not reached a conclusion but has occupied his 
brain with things other than pussy and dope for a good amount of time. 

∞	  

Jim walks to a nearby corner. The sun is getting high in the sky. 

His dog, Woody, is thirsty. His tongue is popping out of his mouth and salivating on the dry dust, creating 
a mini mud puddle.  

 “Hey boy, want some water?” he asks. 

The dog wags his dirty tail. 

Jim gets up and heads to the gas station.  

“Just for water,” he says to the attendant.  

“Ok,” she says, not caring. She just wants the smelly man out of the store. 

He grabs a clear cup and goes to the fountain machine. It has not been cleaned for seventeen days.  
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Back at the corner, Jim sips his water, relishing the cold ice. He pours some water into the Woody’s dusty 
bowl. 

There are three other homeless at each corner of the intersection. Jim knows two of them, Jasper and 
Gerard. The other is crazy and violent, so he keeps his distance. He is a young, lanky man who spends his 
days wearing a Reggie Miller jersey forcefully washing windows and smoking crack.  

“Aww, look at the dog,” a disillusioned wife says to her bemused husband. He is looking at the other side 
of the road which features a few hookers. 

The dog takes a sip from the murky water and is somewhat satisfied. The wife locks the doors 
surreptitiously. 

†	  

The golden triangle has Jim hooked. Jim goes back to the base after guard. 

“The escape is what I am after. Fuck this work,” he moans to himself. Wilson eyes him talking to himself 
from the other side of the tent. 

He takes another hit. It numbs some of the pain. The powder comes from Cambodia and is stolen or 
bought locally from a kid in town. 

The people who buy and sell the heroin get killed at a fast pace. It reaches Jim’s veins eventually and he 
does not devote a minute of thought to how the substance arrived. 

He has a flashback to his youth – youth in that it happened before he killed a person. Happened 
before he knew all the horrible things he knows now. He sees her in a dress, it is red and black. 
She has red earrings. She is beautiful. It was his second date with her – Delia. The drugs take 
him back. He smells her perfume, sweet. He walked her to the door and they kissed.  

The death rattle of an M16 startles him awake from this false dream and he is reacquainted with reality. 
He remembers with bitterness that that girl never called him back after the third date. “Fucking whore,” 
he says in his head, trying to make sense of the crazy world.  

At that exact moment she was getting fucked by a guy she met at school. The moment after that, Jim gets 
startled. The platoon commander walks into the tent and he hides the heroin. 

“We are moving out to the field tomorrow. Get your shit ready by five,” he says. 

The words did not comprehend inside of his dirty head. At 4:40 the next morning, Wilson shoves his cot 
and Jim grumbles up. 

∞	  

His beard has been growing for a month now. There are distinct gray patches amidst the sea of hair. There 
is not much hair left on top of his head. To avoid the constant sun, Jim wears a hat that he found. His hair 
is balding on top. The hair in the front and sides meet in a dreadlock. 
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“That is some nice facial hair,” says a sarcastic hipster, in a beat up pickup truck. 

“Oh yeah, man…” Jim responds and struggles to interact. The light turns green and the man drives away. 
Jim stares at the people inside the cars. He looks into their souls. They all look straight ahead, avoiding 
his gaze. 

Jim is on a corner a few blocks away from the bridge. The heat beat down on him and he removed his 
shirt. His skin is dark brown.  From a distance he looks like a black man. Up close, he looks like one of 
the saddest white men anyone has seen. Wrinkles, scars and wispy hair cover his old frame. 

†	  

Jim waits in line for chow before his patrol, M16 slung on his back. The set up is basic at best. The 
medics came out to the field. They make sure to wash their hands before touching the rice.  

The trees engross the outpost. The jungle is always creeping in. Jim sits on a cot next to the ominous dark. 
He takes his boots. A foul odor wafts around the area. 

“Hey, let me see what we got going over here,” a young, eager medic says to Jim. 

His feet and body are rotting. 

“Wow, you need to change socks more often buddy,” the medic says with a look on his face that made 
Jim want to punch him. 

“Will do Doc,” Jim says even more intent to not change his socks.  

Wilson brought Jim his makeshift dinner. 

“Here ya go,” Wilson says. 

“Thanks man, I need this,” Jim says with a shard of genuine emotion encased in his normal bitterness. 

The rice is lumpy and the lettuce is crisp. Jim does not complain about the quality of the food, as he had 
in the past. After an hour, the medics leave and the platoon leaves for the patrol. 

∞	  

The reason why Jim does not have a two car garage and a wife is not because he is addicted to cocaine, 
alcohol, heroin and any other substance that will take him away from the corporeal world. That may play 
a part. The reason Jim is on the street is because he stopped. Stopped caring. 

“Hey man, how much for an eight ball,” Jim says to the local dealer. 

“What the fuck you want bum?” Big T says, realizing that he can’t get much from these old brown bums. 

“I just need a fix dude,” Jim explains. 

“Shit man, what do you got,” he says, aware of what is going on. 
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Jim puts his scar-ridden hands into his pockets and pulled out twenty-three dollars. The sum total of all 
the previous day’s work.  

Big T’s large glasses obstruct any view of emotion or care. He did not have any left anyway. He snatches 
the money and throws him a small baggie with the white poisonous glory. Big T hops in his Buick and 
drives away. 

Jim had brief periods of relative sobriety in the late eighties and early nineties. For the past fifteen years, 
not so much. Every day he woke up with the feeling that he needed something. Something outside of the 
corporeal world which has been a disappointment to say the least. Something to take his mind away. 
Without it, he twitches uncontrollably.  

He puts the rock in the pipe, lights it, feels warm and escapes. 

†	  

Jim cleans his rifle. Removes the bolt. Scrubs it with a rag and then remove the receiver. Spits a little on it 
and put it back in. Lubricate with WD-40.  

 “What the fuck is going on?” his squad leader Horace yells at him. 

“What does it look like – cleaning my rifle,” Jim says emphasizing the second part. 

“Don’t let that shit happen again. You almost fucked us all,” Horace says, trying to convey an anger and 
authority that his innate character lacked. 

Jim’s rifle jammed during the patrol. During a small skirmish with some Viet Cong, Horace saw that no 
bullets were flying from his rifle. 

“It’s going to fucking happen again. We are in the goddamn jungle,” Jim says to Wilson as soon as his 
squad leader was out of earshot. 

“Just do it, man. No point bitching,” Wilson says. 

∞	  

The churches in the city give a free meal each week to the homeless and broke. The line is long but he is 
hungry. In front of him there is a crazy man. 

“Did you know that in my past life I was Hitler?” the man says. 

“No. I didn’t,” Jim says sarcastically. The man gives a Nazi salute. 

After an hour wait, Jim goes into the church. 

“God bless you,” a friendly old woman says as he enters. The stain glass window lets in a haunted, bluish 
yellow light. 

Jim says thanks and nibbles at the food. It is the only real meal he has had in over a week.  
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He looks at Jesus Christ on the cross, hanging from the ceiling. It is a Catholic church. His gaze is 
intense. A priest walked up to him. 

“Son, how are you?” he asks, trying to hold his breath, but then asking himself a popular cliché – what 
would Jesus do? He exhaled and breathed in the smell of what does not want to be seen. 

“I am good. The food is good,” Jim says. Jim does not talk to people outside of the bums and marks in the 
cars. 

“Great my son,” the old priest says, trying to be Christ-like but still smelling Jim. The smell is a mix of 
dried sweat and stale beer. 

He finishes eating and then walks out of the church to the land that Satan occupies. A hooker is on the 
corner and a crack head is begging for money at KFC. 

†	  

Jim is still cleaning his rifle, stoned, and trying to find meaning in so many people getting killed and all 
he could think of is Jesus riding dinosaurs. Jim was seeing these images because he was blown out of his 
mind. 

Wilson slipped him some acid. 

He did not believe in religion after seeing his first dead man. It was a patrol like any other. Through the 
green harshness of the jungle. His squad came across a Viet-Cong ambush and they laid down fire. Jim 
ducked down to the ground. When he popped up, Jim shot one in the head. There was only two Viet-
Cong, so the whole thing was somewhat anticlimactic.  

The squad got up and assessed the situation. Jim looked at the motherfucker he shot. His head was a 
crater filled with blood and brain. 

“Nice shot,” Wilson said approvingly.  

Jim just looked at the chasm where his head used to be. He felt a sinking in his stomach. The sinking in 
his stomach led to commit being expelled from his mouth. 

∞	  

The vegetation. The shrubbery. The foliage. Up the hill is a homeless colony. It is protected from the 
passerby on the street by a steep and well worn path. In it, fourteen people sleep in makeshift tents or 
under no tents at all. 

Across the street are apartment complexes populated by those who don’t know or care about their 
existence. 

The fellow souls that inhabit the streets, Jasper, Gerard, Jim and Lucy, meet up underneath a generous 
tree a few yards from a favorite corner. The tree gave shade and not much else. It is not a giving tree but a 
taking tree. It took the time, youth and vigor of all those who lay idle under its branches. 
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“Man, look at those suckers,” Gerard says between dregs off his smoke. Working for meaningless paper. 
Gerard shaved a few days ago, so he looks clean. His shirt is stained with sweat and his shorts are too 
loose. 

“This economy is fucked. No one will survive,” Jim replies back, just making small talk. 

†	  

Jim decided he can’t jack off to the same playboy in the tent anymore so he goes to the whorehouse in 
Saigon after cleaning his rifle. 

“Hello, GI. What you want?” a hooker named Tien says. She had a lazy eye and questionable breasts. She 
was kidnapped as a child in Laos and forced to work there. 

“Uhh…” Jim says confused as hell. He had not had sex around six months. 

“Come with me,” she says, leading him to a decrepit room. 

The walls consist of Plywood, her bed is a discreetly soiled sheet on a soggy mattress and candles with 
Jesus on them are lit. 

They have sex. She is loose and did not move very much. Shortly after, he ejaculates. He feels hot. Feels 
sticky. Feels sick. He pays ten dollars and then leaves. She fucked eight other guys that night. 

∞	  

In the distance, Jim sees the bar that all the wretches of this part of town venture into.   

“Like flies into a lamp, they all walk in get buzzed and drive drunk home,” Jasper pontificates between 
the guzzling of a tall boy bud ice on the sidewalk, underneath a non-functioning street light. Jasper’s 
beard is stained yellow from spilled beers and cigarettes. 

Inside the bar, the gang members, hookers and poor mingle while playing pool. The last time Jim went in 
is three month ago. The door guy was in the bathroom and he went up to the bar. 

“Can I get a Lone Star?” he said, with one hand in his pocket counting the change. 

The bartender slammed a beer in front of him without making eye contact or inhaling. He gathered his 
change and set it on the worn wood counter. 

“Here we go…” he said under his breath, with a sad apologetic tone. The change laid out on the counter 
as an affront to society. 

“Bruce, can you get this guy out of here?” the bartender said to the newly returned doorman.  

“Let’s go old man,” the fat, bald doorman said. 

Jim chugged his beer and was escorted out. 
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“Yeah, I haven’t been since those fuckers kicked me out. I didn’t even do shit,” Jim says to Jasper, 
nodding with approval. 

†	  

After getting back from the whorehouse, he picks up his mail. His mother would write. The girl he was 
screwing before he left would send a few letters but he knew what was what. 

Jim glances over the letters from his mother. He does not really care to read them. They are all about his 
distant relatives and topics that did not interest him.  

He also gets letters from Nancy. They were halfway going out during his last year of high school. Jim 
would scrutinize the letters, looking for some twist of a sentence to make his life a little less shitty. 

He did miss his mother, he misses a non-existent father who haunts him from age one as a hole in his 
being. He misses everything that he had and didn’t have. He curses the world. He wishes with all his heart 
that he could be somewhere else. Not in Vietnam. Not without any person beside him every night.  

Jim would often pretend it was good. Late at night when no one knew. His dreams would wonder to the 
future, the past and the changed present. He puts away the letters and goes to sleep. 

∞	  

After finishing a bottle of cheap whiskey with Jasper, Jim comes to the conclusion that life really is just 
about who fucks you good. Jim hobbles up to Lucy. 

“Hey beautiful, how are you?” Jim says. 

“Doing alright I suppose,” she replies. 

Jim motions to his makeshift bed, made of a soggy mattress and leaves. The motion was all Lucy needs to 
jump on him and stick her wretched tongue in his mouth. 

Jim makes the wise decision to flip her doggy style. The shit-pussy smell wafts into his crusted nostrils 
with a vengeance so he looks up. Above him is the sky. The lights of the city made it so few stars could 
be seen. He continues fucking her, utilizing the free condoms handed out my idealistic college kids and 
clinic workers.  

Lucy gets agitated and feels neglected by the position so she tries to flip around. She tries to get some 
foreplay action going. Her kisses tasted like an ashtray. His dick got soft due to looking in her hollow 
eyes and he fakes an orgasm so she will stop.  

“Good night babe,” she says. 

“Night,” Jim grumbles as he looks at the pool of filth a few yards away. The Fourth of July was a few 
days before and the remnants of college kids and Mexicans shooting off fireworks littered the streets. It is 
Sunday, so no one is going to touch the filth until the morning. 

†	  
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Jim hears bombs booming in the background. He does not known if they are incoming or outgoing. He 
hopes they are outgoing. 

The bombs wake him up from his halfway sleep. 

The rhythm of the jungle lulls him back to sleep around five in the morning. The bombs show up in his 
dreams like a monster. The monster is chasing him. 

The bomb leaves the plane. It sails down to the ground at ten meters per second. A few hundred feet 
below, a farmer sleeps. He has no idea that above him was death incarnate.  

Jim does not ponder this type of death. His type of death is more intimate and dirty. Dirty from his 
standpoint, not the standpoint of those getting murdered. The standpoint of those dyeing is always pretty 
dirty. 

A bomb hits fifty feet away. He wakes up yelling something incomprehensible. 

“Dude, what the fuck were you talking about?” Wilson says, startled from his sleep. 

“I don’t know man,” Jim replies as he shivered in the heat. 

∞	  

Nearby churches try to care for the homeless. A Pastor makes ventures to the forgotten corners almost 
every morning. 

“Necesitamos ayudarles,” Manuel explained to his congregation during the previous day’s sermon. 

Manuel Gonzalez walks down to the open den of Jim with fear. Before him is a human sleeping 
underneath a bridge on a filthy pink mattress with a shopping cart nearby.  

“Hey,” Manuel says. 

Jim is startled and rises up with a sharp posture ready to inflict whatever damage an aging bum can inflict. 

“I have some food,” Manuel says while taking a large step back from the startled beast.  

“Huh,” Jim says focusing his eyes and trying to make out what is going on. 

“I am here to help you out. Take these,” Manuel hands a bible and a plate of food. 

“Ok,” Jim says. Not many people have helped Jim in his life.  

Jim takes the food and says thanks to the man standing above him. Manuel leaves the destitute dwelling 
and feels better about himself for the next week. 

Jim eats the sandwich slowly and deliberately.  

Jim has had problems keeping food down for the past months. He vomits after every meal. The vomit 
comes out alongside blood and chunks of organs. Jim realizes it is a problem, but doesn’t care. 
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†	  

The dirt smell of the jungle creeps into every orifice. Jim splashes water on his dirty body. While doing 
his morning routine, he hears about the patrol that he is scheduled to be in. When he goes out to the field 
he knows every time that it could be his last. 

Jim could not think of a good enough excuse to get out of today’s patrol, so he resigned himself to his 
fate. 

“Shit man, another patrol,” Slike says to Jim as he shaves. 

“Yeah,” Jim replies stoically. 

On the last patrol Slike almost had his leg severed by a booby trap on a trail. 

“I am kind of freaking our man,” Slike says while inhaling smoke as fast as possible. “What if they finally 
get me?” 

“Let me get a hit,” Jim says. 

“Alright,” Slike replies handing over the joint. 

It did not matter what time of day it was, Jim did not want to be there physically or emotionally.  

∞	  

After getting woken up by the church man, Jim stumbles to the corner. 

The sign in his hands is crinkled and brown. It has been used for four weeks. A gust of wind takes it from 
his hands. A passerby chuckles as he turns around somewhat confused. Jim sighs and walks to his home – 
the collection of soiled mattresses that he occupies. 

“What is the fucking point?” Jim mutters under his breath when he arrives. Jim grabs the sharpie from his 
bag and went on the search for cardboard. 

“A thousand years from now, will it matter that I stand on this corner asking for fifty cents? Will it matter 
that, that mother fucker in a Benz has a bank account with six figures? No. Fuck it” Jim says to himself, 
while walking to a nearby dumpster. 

Jim picks out a paper box from the dumpster and tears a side off. He wrote on it anything helps, god bless 
and hobbles to the corner again. 

†	  

Away from the base, there are no luxuries; there was just sad humanity and death. In the sad humanity, 
sad thoughts creep into Jim’s head. 

“I know at this moment Nancy is fucking somebody,” Jim says to Wilson. 

“I am sure she isn’t,” Wilson says, half-heartily.  
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“The girls back home man, they are all fucking hippies right now. Guaranteed,” Jim says with a 
conviction built from hatred. 

“Yeah, those god-damn hippies,” Wilson says in a weak voice, hoping to placate his wild-eyed friend.  

 “Hey, you got any dope?” Jim inquires. 

“What? No, sorry man. All out,” Wilson responds. 

∞	  

The air has a bite to it. The aroma of a thousand poorly maintained cars waft like a ghost over a banal 
landscape. Jim takes off his shirt to get some relief from the sun and to air out his decrepit body.  

The passersby cannot distinguish him from the dead environment. Both exist as something outside of 
them. Most motorists have come to recognize him by face. A sad, bronzed archetype of otherness. 

“These goddamn mosquitoes are killing me,” Jim says to Woody. It had just rained and Jim is out of the 
insect repellent he found on the ground. 

Woody responds with a quizzical look and a desire for bacon. Jim walks down the same worn out path 
and motions to a man with an open window. 

“Get a fucking job. Why don’t you work at McDonalds?” a balding man in an Audi says to Jim. 

Jim knew that it is tough to get a job when homeless, phoneless and dirty. He declines to share his 
perspective with the man and turns the other cheek. 

†	  

 “The sun is not there,” Jim says to Wilson. 

“What the hell are you talking about?” Wilson responds back. 

“No. Man. It is there, but it is not,” Jim responds looking confused. 

“Drink some fucking water,” Wilson says, getting tired of listening to Jim’s odd banter. 

“Alright dude,” Jim replies as he takes out his canteen. 

The patrol snakes its way out of the brush and into a rice field. Farmers keep their heads down while the 
soldiers stomp through their land. 

Horace is at the front. He is surveying the landscape looking for signs of the enemy. The heat and 
humidity make Jim feel is swimming through the air. 

∞	  

It is midday and the heat coming from the sun, then bouncing from the dark asphalt has made even sitting 
on the corner unbearable, so Jim goes up the hill. 
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“I thought about making a sign that says I am a vet but decided it is too cliché. The good karma for fifty 
cents sign is also getting a little bit old,” Jim explains to a new vagrant who came in a few days ago. They 
share a tall boy Lone Star as the sun goes across the sky. 

“Yeah, I usually just stand there,” Tyler says. Tyler is barely twenty-five and had a squirrely beard and a 
bad brain. 

“How the fuck does that work for you?” Jim says 

“Sometimes people throw stuff at me – like quarters and water,” Tyler says. 

“Oh, I see,” Jim says. 

“You got anything to eat man?” Tyler says unashamedly. 

“Eat? Fuck no,” Jim replies annoyed that he is hungry. 

Tyler washes his face with the water from Jim’s jug. 

“Do I look presentable?” Tyler asks smiling. 

“Yeah, you look amazing,” Jim replies. 

Tyler leaves the corner to go the supermarket. He is going to scavenge free samples and try to steal bread. 
This worked about half the time. The other half, an old white man throws him out. 

† 

After seven hours, the squad returns from the patrol. 

Wilson brewed up another batch of jungle wine last week. The wine and liquor mix was poured into his 
two liter bottle for transportability.  

"Enough of the substance will make you blind. Almost enough will get your brain away from the bullshit 
that is in front of your face" Wilson says as he laughs. 

“Let me have some of that,” Jim pleads. 

"Alright dude. Just relax,” Wilson says, knowing all too well Jim's needs. 

Jim takes the jug and brings it to his parched mouth. He takes massive gulps of the foul alcoholic 
substance. After getting more than his fill, he wipes his mouth with his dirty sleeve. 

"Thanks man, that helped,” Jim says.  

Jim took a few steps and stumbles over Wilson’s shovel and then vomits on the ground. 

“That shit is strong.” 

 “Shit,” was all he could say before passing out.  
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∞	  

Nighttime is coming soon. Gerard is across the street. Gerard is a nervous, lanky, often times high old 
man who Jim has known for seven months. His is sleeping under a tree on a piece of foam. 

The bed for Jim that night is underneath the bridge. A soggy, worn out mattress found on the side of the 
road will suffice. 

Lucy steps out of the hollow light of the street and into the darkness of the underbelly of the bridge. The 
city’s cruel heart is where he sleeps. The heart beats with the shallow breathing of two wretched pieces of 
humanity that the popular culture has forgotten. 

“Good night,” he whispers to her. 

“Night, Jim,” she says back. Her history is long and horrible. She is wearing a black long shirt and no 
panties. 

“Good night.” 

He dreamt. The dream involved being chased. Always chased.  

†	  

Gunfire and explosions boom in the distance. They wake him up to a dirty cot and a horrible hangover. 
The noise startled him in his sleep and woke him up for a brief moment. He sees black and then his eyes 
made out the shadows of his fellow soldiers and the brush. 

“Pssshhh,” Jim whispered to Wilson. Wilson was asleep in the cot next to him. 

“Huh?” Wilson says back, confused. 

“Nothing…” Jim responded. Suddenly Jim broke into a cold sweat. He threw his blanket off and got up. 

The night is still warm and sweat conflicted with his cold exposed skin. Jim is just wearing a tank top and 
pants. He looks out at the night and sees his future. The vision was bloody and dark. 

 He sees a man. A man who had nothing. Who lost everything.  

Jim slaps his face and returns to the corporal world. He goes back inside the tent and stumbles to his cot. 

∞	  

When he awakes, he is in a terror. The terror fades as fast as he could see the sunlight and he is back up 
facing the harsh hot day.  

For the first few hours of waking life, he does nothing. Just relaxes and reads a book he rented from the 
library. The book is on philosophy and the words go through his eyes, to his brain and out of his mouth in 
confused jumbled masses. 
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Jim walks up the hill after standing up from his rest. He drinks the last bit of whiskey from a 7/11 big 
gulp. He drank it not because he wanted to, but because there is still coke left in the twenty ounce bottle 
he bought from Tiger Mart two days ago.  

“Shit. I think this coke is too damn warm,” he says as he swigs the last bit of booze. His teeth were 
rotting. It provided maze for the whiskey to seep through.  

“Probably,” Tyler says as he lies staring at the sky. Tyler is lying down on a crate a few feet from Jim. 
Rain had washed away their underbridge home and they are back atop the hill. 

“You got any more booze, bro?” Tyler enquires after realizing he is way too sober. 

“I got some Nyquil,” Jim replies. He handed it to Tyler, who gulped it down in a single swallow. 

“Shit dude, I didn’t mean take all of it,” Jim says. 

“I will snag some more tomorrow. No sweat,” Tyler responds. 

“Whatever,” Jim mumbled as he drifts in and out of consciousness.  

†	  

I think I have a headache,” Jim says to his squad leader.  

“Jim, are you fucking serious?” Horace says, aware of Jim’s excuses. 

Sick call is the sprit for the bullshit that he has been through recently. 

“Sarge I feel sick. I think it might be malaria,” Jim says. 

“Jesus Christ. Go!” he says. 

Jim went to the field medic. The walk took ten minutes, past a collection or sandbags and tents. 

“What do you want?” the medic says. He had seen Jim’s face countless times. 

“I feel sick” 

“No shit. Here take this,” he says as handed Jim a placebo. 

Jim spends the day hiding in his tent, sleeping. 

∞	  

Jim gets rustled from a nap in mid afternoon. His perspective is one that only few in the city could 
appreciate. He is sleeping next to a wet dog, an old hooker and Hubert.  

"What we getting for breakfast?" Jim asks Lucy. 

“It is almost dark out. What are you talking about?” she responds. 
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“Oh yeah,” Jim says looking at the location of the sun 

They get up and performed some rudimentary hygiene. The taste of the morning’s booze still creeps up 
his esophagus. 

"Well I'm fucking hungry,” he continues while looking at himself in the shard of the mirror in her hand. 

"Hold on,” she says as he used his old toothbrush and some water from an old milk carton. 

Ten feet above his head the rush hour is going strong. The thoughts of those above him consist of 
tonight’s TV and not getting fired. 

†	  

His unit returns and Jim puts on his best impersonation of a sick person in front of his squad leaders. The 
platoon puts down their weapons and sits on their cots.  

Suddenly, the air is electric with pulses of energy. The Viet Cong fire their bullets and bombs. 

“Watch out,” Wilson says instinctively.  

Jim sees Wilson’s head explode in a mist of red and brain. His brain matter decorates the jungle. 

The green undergrowth turns crimson with the blood. Wilson’s eyed fades and he falls to the wet, muddy 
ground. 

“I need some fucking morphine!” the medic yells as he rushes to the injured. 

The yells are drowned out by AK-47 gunfire from the brush. The jungle surrounding their base comes 
alive and strikes out at whatever it can.  

Jim scrambles to get his weapon from his tent. He fires the chunk of metal into the jungle, not seeing 
what is shooting back at him. The leaves of the trees turn to pieces.  

An explosion destroys Jim’s tent. Jim flies forward six feet. Everything goes silent. The brightness of life 
is amplified. A pain jumps out at Jim as he readjusts himself to the world. 

“Shit!” Jim yells. What else is there to yell when you have a patchwork of metal lodged in your hot, 
smoldering flesh?  

He goes into shock and the next thing he knows there is another flash of intense pain, followed by more 
blissful numbness. The numbness overtakes him as the blood flows down his leg. 

∞	  

After getting up, Jim walks down the street to talk with Jasper about nothing. 

“What need is there for technology? I got what I need right fucking here,” Jim says to Jasper.   
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His watch stopped working years ago so now he has relied on the sun and the biorhythm of his body for 
information pertaining to the time of day. 

“The Earth is revolving and the people are living. Most of them are not living life though. They are living 
what they think is life, through cell phones, computers and all that other bullshit. That stuff just waters 
down life. Life is face to face, person to person not fucking person to computer to computer to person,” he 
says to Jasper, who is somewhat tired from his diatribe and looks off to street. 

The payphone across the street is used by junkies, gang members and poor people. Jim last used it three 
years ago.  

†	  

At first Jim is bed ridden. Then he gets a prosthesis and can walk with crutches and the assistance of a 
nurse. He is in the hospital for three weeks.  

“It looks like you suffered massive bleeding,” the doctor explained with a callousness born from age and 
indifference. 

Jim responded with stunned silence, looking at his phantom leg.  

He endures the pain of losing a limb in a way that was to be expected. Doesn’t complain too much and 
just drives on as was the norm.  

Jim receives a piece of paper informing him that he is discharged from the army for medical reasons. The 
medical reasons are extreme combat stress, suspected drug addiction and immobility. He reads it and then 
stares in the distance. 

∞	  

While talking with Jasper, Jim starts coughing. There is blood on the ground from Jim’s mouth. The 
blood in his mouth came from a cancer in his lung.  

“Shit. There is blood everywhere,” Jasper exclaimed with a sinking feeling in his stomach.  

Jim had not gone to a hospital for the past twenty years. Not from fear or lack of ways to get seen. But 
from lack of care. Lack of care about his life and what could happen. 

“What should I do, man?” Jim asks, annoyed by his current state. 

“Uhh… I don’t know man,” Jasper replies, confused by the situation. 

“Get help,” Jim says, while gargling on his own bile and blood. 

Jasper flags a cop down. An ambulance is called. The driver and paramedics attended to him with 
listlessness. They have seen too many pieces of the city crumble away. 

†	  
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Jim boards a plane in Japan. On the flight, he wears his dress uniform. The dress uniforms fits awkwardly 
over his skinny, one-legged body. Jim doesn’t wear the fake leg. 

He arrives at his mother’s trailer a five months after leaving for Vietnam. Jim goes home on August 3rd 
1971. Twenty years old.  

“Hey baby, how are you?” she says, cowering at the strange sight of her son. 

“I am good,” he says. Not knowing what to say. Thinking, I need to get fucked up. 

“What did you do over there?” she asked. 

“…I did a lot of stuff…just had patrol…” he says no more. It does not make sense to him, so it could not 
make sense to anyone else. He goes to his room to sleep. 

He leaves home the next morning and never comes back. 

∞	  

The hospital is nice. He is taken in by a Mexican nurse. His thoughts were fleeting and the drugs they 
shot him with while in the ambulance were waning. 

There is a doctor with a curious look and a gap tooth who attends to him. 

“Oh dear,” he says in his head. “This doesn’t look good,” the doctor is unaware that Jim is semi-
conscious.  

His appearance is little changed from the street corner. The AC gave him a subtle pleasure that is soon 
overtaken by the pain he is in. 

“Doc, what’s going on,” was the first clear words that escape his lips. 

“Honestly. Your body is in shambles. Your intravenous drug use has resulted in kidney and liver failure, 
you have multiple infections around your body and the reason you are here is hepatitis…” Jim stops 
listening half way through the doctor’s analysis and closes his eyes. It all becomes black. 

Jim dies July 8th, 2009. Fifty-eight years old. Three days later they have his funeral. His mother, flown in 
from Cincinnati, two gravediggers, twenty yards away, talking about current sports events and a priest 
present. The priest gives a brief eulogy, describing things that aren’t true and Jim is lowered into the 
earth. 

†	  

His mother worries about him. He left his old room after sleeping in it one night. The bed was unmade. 
The bags that he brought with from Vietnam were where he left them. A handful of clothes and his 
toothbrush were gone.  

She looks at his picture on the wall from high school. She can’t see the connection between the picture 
and the man who was in her house last night. She throws the picture to the ground. The glass shatters into 
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a million pieces.  She spends the rest of the day in her room, thinking about her son, crying, not knowing 
why he left. 

She wakes up early the next morning, cleans up the shards of glass. Puts on her clothes and goes to work. 
She tries to put Jim out of her mind. 

∞	  

Gerard, Jasper and Lucy go through the first night of Jim’s absence with little concern. They assume he 
will be back in the morning. 

After four days, Jasper calls 411 to find the hospital he was in. He finally reaches a friendly voice on the 
other side of the phone. 

“I have a friend who I think was checked in there a few days ago,” he says. 

“What is his name?” the lady responds. 

“Jim Nash.” 

“Sir, he passed away shortly after checking in,” 

Jasper hangs up the phone and looks out at the street. The same cars pass by. One less bum on the corner. 
One less human being in the world. 

Jasper tells Gerard and Lucy the information on the top of the hill. Gerard takes off his hat and looks 
downwards in reverence. Lucy lights a cigarette and puts on her sunglasses. They sit there for an hour or 
so to mourn in silence. Eventually, Gerard goes down the hill and Lucy goes to sleep. 

As night falls, Jasper looks up at the night sky. 

 

 

	  


